MINIMUM REQUIRED Matting
At least 4 3/4”

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE Matting
any combination of matting not to exceed 19 inches (48 cm)

VAULT BOARD, FOLDED PANEL MAT OR MOUNT TRAINER MAT MAY BE USED FOR MOUNTING AND MAY BE PLACED ON
One or two 10 cm or 12 cm mats or a 20 cm CLM mat.
In addition, an up to 4” mat or sting mat may be added.
It may not be placed on an 8” skill cushion OR on another mounting device.

Floor Exercise—Up to 2 mats (up to 8”) may be placed separately on the FX area for any element (only one per acro pass). A sting mat may be placed on top of or under an up to 8” skill cushion (including another sting mat) and the combination of the two mats will be counted as one additional mat. If either mat is removed, it may not be placed back on the floor.